
SOLUTIONS FOR TOMORROW’S BUILDER

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS





Scrigno’s story started out in 1989, when Rimini businessman 
Giuseppe Berardi came up with the brilliant idea of transforming 

conventional sliding doors into a product that was quite 
original and different, unlike anything the market of the 

time was able to offer, adding a vital element to create an 
innovative sliding door that disappeared into the wall.

Thanks to the absolute quality of its products and services, over the 
last 25 years Scrigno has managed to conquer a primary position 
in the production and marketing of frames for sliding disappearing 
doors and windows, and it has now become a firmly established 

group that is a point of reference in its sector at a worldwide level. 

Scrigno’s production output includes frames for doors and windows, 
sliding and swing doors and a variety of accessories offering 

innovative solutions to save space in homes and other buildings.

The product ranges consists in three lines: Scrigno Gold, the 
top of the range; Essential by Scrigno, characterized by its 

minimalist design; and Doortech, the no-brand line of sliding 
door frames for interior use developed specifically for large-scale 

construction projects and professional applications in general.

Each of these three lines is able to satisfy the specific 
needs of the market, both for product types and price.

Research and Development

Scrigno’s guiding principle is extremely high product quality, and over the years this has been constantly 
improved to allow increasingly higher standards of absolute excellence to be achieved.

Innovation is therefore a vital factor for the company, emerging in constant improvements in the choice of 
materials and assembly processes, aiming to explore new manufacturing horizons that are 

always new and different.

Scrigno is committed to a continuous and attentive dialogue with designers and architects, to ensure that the 
continuously evolving needs of the market are satisfied with the best and widest variety of products.





Pre-drilled base

The lower base is pre-drilled for fitting of the guide 
stub, so that the door can disappear completely 
into the metal box.

The stub can also be adjusted in height for optimal 
door position using the spacers supplied with the 
frame.

The possibility of perfect door fitting is yet another 
important advantage for installers.

Composed of a track in anodized aluminium and a 
pair of hangers with a supporting capacity of 120 
kg for each door, guaranteed to give long use.

Each hanger has four wheels with a diameter of 27 
mm, all running on ball bearings and complete with 
protection covers, ensuring easy sliding with the 
minimum force.

Lateral play between the track and the hanger is 
reduced to a minimum, giving constantly straight 
sliding movements.

Vertical play is also reduced, with wheels that 
project with respect the steel body, eliminating all 
problems of sway on doors. 

The sliding system

Fitted with a screw to adjust attachment height on the track, 
giving perfect suspension of the door when closed, 
regardless of door dimensions and weight.

The adjustable end stop

Applied on the visible part of the guide to prevent against 
possible dirtying with mortar or other materials, impairing 
smooth operation. This is a useful precaution to help installers 
do their work with the greatest success.

Protective film

The door suspension bracket
Allows door position to be adjusted transversally, and together 
with the vertical adjustment o the hangers, guarantees 
constantly optimal door fitting.

Maintenance operations are also simplified, given that the door 
can be removed and reassembled from either side. For 
installers this means optimal installation and easier door 
removal and replacement. For users, this means trouble-free 
maintenance when required



BASE
Sliding Pocket Door System
Includes frame and hanging kit
Can be used for both single and double doors
Available for both wood and glass doors
Single Wall Installation 
4 Screw fastening system 
Frames available in 100mm and 125mm
Available Heights (mm): 2100 H and 2400 H (special order up to 2600)
Available Width (mm): 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 (Please contact us for special sizing)

Metal Box includes: 
2 spacers to be slotted into the frame during installation 
2 pieces of overlapping Alluzinc (lifetime quarantee on corrosion)
Side of metal box has vertical corrugations 100mm apart for greater rigidity
Horizontal profile sections made in galvanized steel with a thickness of 0,6 mm

Sliding System Composed Of:
An aluminium track, with PVC side profile sections extending to the thickness of the finished wall
Crosspiece fixed by pre-fitted pins 
A kit hanger with ball bearings - supporting capacity 120 kg
Hangers complete with fasteners, suspension brackets and an endstop for fitting the door panel.



Base Single

Base Double



ESSENTIAL
Frameless Sliding Pocket Door System
Flush Finish
Includes frame, system and hanging kit
Can be used for both single and double doºrs
Essential single and double available for both wood and glass doors
Essential trial available for glass doors only
Single Wall Installation 
4 Screw fastening system 
Frames available in 100mm and 125mm
Available height for single and double system (mm): 2100 and 2400 (special order up to 2600)
Available width for single system (mm): 600, 700, 800, 900 (Please contact us for special sizing)
Available width for double system (mm): 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2200, 2400 (Please contact us for special sizing)
Available width for trial system (mm): 1650, 1800, 1950, 2100, 2250, 2400, 2550, 2700, 2850  (Please contact us for 
special sizing)

Metal Box includes: 
2 spacers to be slotted into the frame during installation 
Sheet metal covered with Aluzinc for anti-corrosion (aluminum zinc and silicon)

Sliding System Composed Of:
Anodized aluminium track, with PVC side profile sections extending to the thickness of the finished wall
Pair of hangers included - supporting capacity of 120 kg 



Essential Single

Essential Double

Essential Double



Presenting the first shower cubicle door that slides effortlessly into the wall. 

This new product guarantees extreme functionality and purity of design, and 
was specifically developed for use in floor-level walk-in showers without a 
conventional shower tray. A special floor accessory protected by our 
exclusive patent offers new opportunities to use Essential frames free from 
exposed mechanisms and architectural barriers. 

This accessory allows water to drain away easily, preventing overflows, and 
fits conveniently into any floor to perfectly match any style of tiling chosen. 

The accessory cover can also be removed at any time for easy access to 
drainage pipes for cleaning and maintenance. 

Essential frames are made from Aluzinc, which combined with a special 
modular construction technique gives the product a lifetime guarantee 
against perforations caused by 
corrosion. 

Detail of the steel and aluminum floor accessory. The product is 
covered by an exclusive Scrigno patent and can be installed only in 
conjunction with the essential frames, in the lower section. 

The Shower Solution 
Practicality and Design Aesthetic

Conventional solution with shower tray 
and swing door

Essential: the shower solution
Innovative and free of architectural 

barriers

Accessibility Without Barriers
The Essential shower solution ensures easy access for everyone with difficulties of any kind in entering 
and using a conventional shower cubicle, due to either the presence of the shower tray or to the space 
needed for the opening of a normal swing door, in addition to all the other advantages offered by a 
disappearing sliding door. 

This solution is available for openings up to 1200mm, and can also be combined with other options 
such as the special Slow Glass system, designed to ensure slow and gentle closure of glass doors. 



DOORTECH
Sliding Door System
Includes frame, system, jambs and hanging kit
Can be used for both single and double doors
Available for both wood and glass doors
Single Wall Installation 
4 Screw fastening system 
Frames 125mm
Available in 2100 H and 2400 H (special order up to 2600)
Available Width: 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 (Please contact us for special sizing)

Metal Box includes: 
2 spacers to be slotted into the frame during installation 
Structural metal box made from galvanized steel
Metal box thickness 0,5mm on sides and rear profile section 
0,8mm on the top and bottom of the profile sections
Side of metal box made from a single piece of sheet steel
Side of metal box has vertical corrugations 100mm apart for greater rigidity
Horizontal profile sections made in galvanized steel with a thickness of 0,6 mm

Sliding System Composed Of:
An aluminium track, with PVC side profile sections extending to the thickness of the finished wall
Crosspiece fixed by pre-fitted pins 
A kit hanger with ball bearings - supporting capacity 120 kg
Hangers complete with fasteners, suspension brackets and an endstop for fitting the door panel.



Doortech Single

Doortech Double



DOORKIT
Sliding Pocket Door System
Includes frame, system, jambs and hanging kit
Can be used for both single and double doors 
Only available for wood doors
Single Wall Installation 
4 Screw fastening system 
Frames 125mm
Available in 2100 H 
Available Width: 600, 700, 750, 800, 900, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 (Please contact us for special sizing)

Includes: 
Sliding track with pre-press measurements
Spring for hookup (ensures desired measurement with one click)
Grooved upright - 0.8mm sheet metal
Side brackets
Supports for upper fixing
Sliding system - load capacity of 80 kg
Frontal profile bar - special shape with double reinforcement bend and sheet metal 1.2mm thk
Wooden spacer with pre-printed measurements
Lower profile bar - pre-drilled with holes to fit the floor guide



Doorkit Single

Doorkit Double

For Wood DoorsDoorkit



EXTERNAL WALL 
SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS
Sliding Pocket Door System
Includes hanging kit
Can be used for both single and double doors
Available for glass doors only
Easy to assemble, adapting perfectly to all closure needs.
No drilling of holes needed to hang glass
Options with hidden clips and exposed clips available



EXTERNAL WALL 
SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS

Door Height With Hidden Clips Ceiling Height With Hidden Clips Ceiling Height With Fixed Glass Panel and Hidden Clips

Ceiling Height With Exposed Clips Door Height With Exposed Clips



Traditional Solution Bildtec Solution 

Traditional Solution Bildtec Solution 

Kitchen Kitchen
Additional Seating Area

Bathroom Bathroom
Full Bathtub

30 SQ FT. OF SPACE GAINED PER DOOR
Increased Sellable Square Footage Per Suite



T/ 416 252 6165 Ext 124  F/ 416 252 2620 E/ info@bi ldtec.ca

Technical Showroom : 345 Horner Avenue, Suite 100, Toronto On, M8W 1Z6

SOLUTIONS FOR TOMORROW’S BUILDER

Designer Lifestyle Showroom : 146 Dupont St, Toronto On, M5R 1V4
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